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A mathematical note entitled "Quasi-Orderings And Topo¬
logies On Finite Sets" by Henry Sharp, Jr. appeared in the
December 1966 issue of Proceedings Of The American Mathemati-
*
cal Society. The term partial ordering has been introduced.
Throughout this paper S is the finite set £s, , sA,s3,...,s^ .
The relation matrix has been used to establish a correspon¬
dence between the topologies on S. Garrett Birkhoff has shown
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between T0 -topolo¬
gical spaces and finite partly ordered sets. The purpose of
this paper is to explain and provide proofs for all theorems
and corollaries found in Sharp's paper. Examples are also
provided.
Preliminary information on topological spaces is found
in chapter I. The relation matrix corresponding to a topo¬
logy on S is found in chapter II. The main results of this
paper are found in chapter III.
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we shall be concerned with some ele¬
mentary topological preliminaries which are essential to
the development of the thesis topic.
Definition 1. A set S is called finite or sometimes induc¬
tive if there exist a natural number n such that S contains
n and no more elements. The null set $>, too is called finite.
A set which is not finite is called infinite.
Definition 2. A relation< in a set A is called a partial
order on A if and only if, for every cl^ hf C € A :
i) a^a; reflexive
ii) a-b and b^a implies a=b; anti-symmetric
iii) a-b and b-c implies a=c; transitive
In other words, a partial order is a reflexive, anti¬
symmetric, transitive relation.
Definition 3, Let S be a non-empty set. A class T of sub¬
sets of S is a topology on S if and only if T satisfies the
following axioms.
i) The union of any number of members of T is a member of T
ii) The intersection of any finite number of members of T is
a member of T
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iii) S and jzS belong to T
The class T is called a topology for the set S and the mem¬
bers of T are called T- open sets or simply open sets, and
S together with T, i.e., the pair (S,T) is called a topolo-
qical space.
Given any set S of points there are always two topolo¬
gies that can be defined on S. They are the discrete and in-
discrete topologies. Every topology is contained in the dis¬
crete topology and contains the indiscrete topology.
Definition 4. The indiscrete topology for a set S is the
topology in which the only open sets are S and sz5.
Definition 5» The discrete topology for a set S is a topo¬
logy in which every subset of S is an open set.
Definition 6. A topological space X is connected if and only
if X and i> are the only subsets of X which are both open and
closed.
Definition 7. A topological space is a Tp - space if and only
if for each pair x and y of distinct points, there is an open
set containing one of the points and not the other. In
slightly different terminology, the space a T0 - space if and
only if for distinct points x and y either or 3^^'
Definition 8, A system of open sets in any topological space
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is called a basis if every open set is a union of sets of'
the system.
^
Definition 9» A topological space is said to have a count¬
able basis if it has a basis consisting of a countable set of
elements. Such a space is also said to be a space of count¬
able weight. In general, the least cardinal number r such
that a topological space has a basis of power r is called the
weight of the space.
Example 1. The set of all open intervals with rational end¬
points is a countable basis for the real line.
Definition 16. A subset A of a topological space (X,J ) is
closed if and only if its relative complement X is open.
Definition 11. The closure (J-closure) of a subset A of a
topological space (X,J ) is the intersection of the members
of the family of all closed sets containing A.
CHAPTER II
THE MATRIX CORRESPONDING TO A TOPOLOGY ON S
In this chapter we show the relationship between the to¬
pology on S and the matrix corresponding to that topology.
Definition 12. S is the finite set £s;} . If J
is a topology on S then A- denotes thej -closure of the
subset A of S. For each Ac S, A~=U£s/J - over all 5;eA ,
hence to identy a topology on S it suffices to display the
closure of all singletons. For this purpose we choose the re¬
lation matrix.
t.; =1 if sjels,y
=0 otherwise
t is reflexive Ac: A-_ and transitive (A--=A-).
Definition 13. Let T=be the matrix corresponding to
a topologyj and let F- and B- be the subsets of S having
characteristic functions^,*.,) , ...,and$s,4i) >($3^) >
F; i f and only i f S; e Bj • For each / ,F- ~[£;j is the
minimal closed set containings/.
Theorem I. For each j ,i5yis the minimal open set in con-
tai ni ng sy.
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Proof. We show first that S-Bj is dosed. If S/eS-Bj and
6 p- > then t;j =0 and t>^ =1. Transitivity forbids
t^j =1, hence F; c. S-Bj . To show that Bj is minimal, let U
be an open set containing sj . If sK e S-U then F' c- S-U
and sj e . Hence s^ Bj and S-Uc.S-Bj .
Corollary. The weight of any topology on S does not exceed
n+1.
Proof. Let S have n elements, then for each s; there is a
set B/ which is a basis element with s; e B,- . Since B; is
the minimal open set containing s; t > B ^ , Bj , « • • > B^i s
a basis for a topology on S. These B's need not be distinct.
Theorem II. If i j, t;j =1 if and only if B;c Bj .
Proof. If B; c. Bj then s; e Bj and tf-j =1. On the other hand
suppose tjj =1. For each k if =1, then t^y =1 and B; c. By .
Corol 1ary. If i^rj, t;j =t., =1 if and only if B;* =By .
Proof. If B. =Bj then s; =sj and t-j -tj; =1. Suppose
t;.' = t-» =1. For each k if t * = 1=t • , then B/ = B-
Theorem III. If i^j, t =1 if and only if F; c.
Proof. If Fj c F' then Sj e ?• and t.j =1. On the other
hand suppose t;j =1. For each k if t^- =1, then t^, =1 and
Fj c, F; .
Coro! lary. If i=f=j, t-j = tj- =1 if and only if Fy =F-
Proof. If Fj =Ff* then, s; =s; and t-j =tj; =1. Suppose
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f. — t; • =1. For each k if t*- = 1=t • , then F* =F-
Theorem IV. A reflexive, nxn zero-one matrix T corresponds
to a topology on S if and only if =T.
Proof, (a) Suppose R has matrix r and S has matrix s, then
the matrix of RS=T is rs=t.
Suppose t;^ =0.
a
Then, £ r,^5^ = V., Sj/C + Y;t'5;^... +■ \>K Sx/, t ... + X.^ .
There is no m such that r._, =1 and s „ =1. Therefore all
- tn inn
r• =0 unless m=i and all s„ =0 unless m=k. Hence Y S .,m ** a tie
=max (0,0,... ,0)=0 and t.k - £ X.'*■ ,1







£ - y,£ 5^^ . We conclude that the matrix
of T is equal to the square of the matrix of T.
Definition 14. If J) is a topology on S then the family J 1
of complements of members ofj) also is a topology on S. We
shall call J1 the transpose (or dual) topology with respect
to J .
Theorem V. If T is the matrix corresponding to the topology J
then T1 (the transpose of T) is the matrix corresponding to the
topology J 1.
Proof. We show first that (T,)a’=Tl. Let T= ZLt/y J and
T' = Ctj;} * Then (T1)* = where
But T* =T, therefore V;.- =t.. and (T1)*' =T1. By theorem 4,
ji
T1 corresponds to a topology on S, and the non-empty members
of its minimal basis are the J -closures of F; * Hence the
topology consist of the family of all unions, UF- , that is
of all J) -closed sets.
Definition 15. Let J and J* be topologies on S with corre¬
sponding matrices T=£f;jJ and T*-Cthl . Then J ~ J*
if and only if t;^ -t^. for each i and j. JJ and J * are
topologically equivalent if and only if there exist a permuta-
ti on 7r ( S)=S under which the minimal bases of J and J *
correspond. The matrices T and T* are called isomorphic if
J and J * are equivalent, non-isomorphic if J and 3 * are
non-equovalent.
Definition 16. If J 1= J the matrix T is symmetric and we
call its corresponding topology symmetrie.
Definition 17. In the matrix T corresponding to the topology
J , let C (3-) — (e, ,ca,...,cA) be the column sum vector and
let R (3') = (r| , r^ ,...rA) be the row sum vector. The class
of vectors each of which is some permutation of the coordinates
of c (or of R) is a topological invariant. Also, the sum,
r of the entries in T is a topological invariant.
Example 2. The two matrices below describe non-equivalent
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topologies. In each matrix C=(4,3,2,1,1,1) and R=(1,1,2,2,2,4)
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 10 0 0
10 0 10 0
10 0 0 10
1110 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0
10 10 0 0
0 10 10 0
10 0 0 10
1110 0 1
Theorem VI. LetJ be a topology on S. There exist a topology
J * equivalent to J such that C(J *) and R(j *) each are mono¬
tone (non-increasing) if and only ifj) is symmetric.
P roof. Sufficiency is evident since C; =r< . If J is not
symmetric then for some i£ j t*j =1whi1e t=0. By theorems
2 and 3 c; c* and r* - r• , but since t». =0 strict' J 1 J Jt
inequality holds in each case.
CHAPTER III
T AND CONNECTED TOPOLOGIES ON S
The main results of this paper are emboided in this chap¬
ter. I will show that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between finite partly ordered sets and T0 - spaces.
Definition 18. We define thej -closure of any subset S of a
partly ordered set X, as the set S of all t such that t ^ s
for one or more seS. S ? S, and s=s, also S -t T=StT. p=q im¬
plies p=q. Hence X is a T0 - space. Moreover in this space,
q<s-p if and only if q*p. But conversely the definition of
q*p as meaning q^p partly orders the points of any Ta - space.
Theorem VII. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
finite partly ordered sets X and finite T0 - spaces]^, q^p in
X means qtp in^f.
Proof, pfcp, again ptq and qep imply p=q therefore p=q;
finally peq and qe? imply ptr=F.
We now extend this concept to the matrix T corresponding
to a T topology on S. If T is the matrix corresponding to a
T topology on S then T defines a partial ordering on S. That
is, A matrix 1s anti-symmetric if a^ =1 for all 1
and if a^ =1 then =0. If the matrix T is anti-symmetric
then the set S is partly ordered.
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Corol1ary. The weight of a topologyjon S is nf1 if and only
if J is T0 .
Proof, (a) If the topology is T0 , then the weight is n ■/-1.
If i =£j B^Bj- , then B,, Ba ,...E^ are distinct and each
basis must contain all of them. Therefore the weight is n f1,
i.e. any basis has at least n tl elements, (b) If the topology
is not T0 , then the weight is not n f1. If the topology is
not T0 , then the corresponding matrix is not anti-symmetric.
There is a pair such that tLfc =1=t. . and B^ =6^ . Therefore
a basis is^jz^B, ,...,B^( ,.. .B^ ... ,B^J with n elements.
Example 3. The cl assJ -[$,$>> $3,$%} £s*jjdef i nes a Te topology
on S=£s, , s^ .s,] . The basis forJis B=^ 0, S, fsj, where the
members of B are distinct open sets ofjf • The following matrix




Definition 19. The matrix T- is triangular if t;j =0
for a 1 1 i <• j •
Theorem VIII. The matrix T corresponding to a topology JJ is
isomorphic to a triangular matrix if and only ifJ is T^ .
Proof. If T is isomorphic to a triangular matrix then t.j t. =0
for all i ^j. Now assume thatOis Tc . There exist a permuta¬
tion matrix P such that T*=P1 TP has a monotone (non-increasing)
column sum vector
If T* is not triangular then for some i<j t*. • =1. By theorem
2 B;c. Br , and by the corollary to theorem 7 B* , hence
c#^c. , which is a contradiction.* J
Theorem IX. The topology J is not connected if and only if
for some k, 0*k^h, both T and T1 contain the same kx(n-k) zero
submatrix.
Proof. A topologyJ is not connected if and only if there is
a non-empty proper subset A of S such that A^Jand A£J/. This
means that A=UB; =UF/ over all i such that s; e A. But the com¬
plement, S-A has the same property. Let K be the cardinal of
A and the theorem follows:
Theorem X. Among the symmetric topologies only the discrete
is Tc and only the indiscrete is connected.
Proof. If t/; =t.< =1 and if J is T„ then i=j. Assume that
the column sum and row sum vectors are monotone. The least
coordinate in the column sum vector is Ca , and we assume that
C^^Kcn. If t.A =1 then B. =Bn and T contains K identical
columns each with n-k zero entries. By theorem 9 T is not
connected.
Corollary. If n> 1 then the number of different T^ topologies
is odd, the number of different connected topologies is odd,
and the number of connected 10 topologies is even.
Proof. Consider the anti-symmetric T0 topologies. Think of
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these in matrix form. For any such topology A0 , there is
another A£> topology (theorem 5) A0^ AJ . These anti¬
symmetric T0 topologies occur in pairs, the number of anti¬
symmetric T0 topologies is even, say 2m. There is only one
symmetric T0 topology (theorem 10) we can not have A' =A ,
since, if so A =A" =A' • Therefore the total number is
c t-t-1
2m f 1,
Example 4. If n is 3 the trivial topologies (discrete and in
discrete) correspond respectvely to the matrices.
1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
It is evident that the extreme value of r in general are
n and n3'; but it is not the case that all intermediate values
are possible.
Theorem XI. IfJ is non-trivial then n^ r^rfL-n -M .
Proof. Only the right hand part of the inequality is in ques¬
tion. Suppose for some i^j t(>j =0. Then for each K such that
K =tj either t.K =0 or t. =0. Let t „ =0 and consider the pairs
(t/j^t^), (t ^, t^p ) ... (t/fj tn3L). At least one of each pair
of these equal 0. If not, then t =1 by transitivity. There
are n-2 such pairs. There is at least n-1 zeroes identify¬
ing t . Therefore the number of I's - rf* - (n-1 )=nA-n f 1.
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Figure 1 displays matrices corresponding to all symme¬
tric topologies for n=3. Figure 2 display matrices corre¬
sponding to all Tc topologies for n=3. Figure 3 display
matrices corresponding to all connected topologies for n=3.
Figure 4 display matrices corresponding to all T0 - connected
topologies for n=3.
Figure 1
10 0 110 111
0 10 110 111
0 0 1 0 0 1 11 1
10 0 10 0
0 10 110
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